Ada County Highway District’s (ACHD’s) Cassia Street Bikeway and Pedestrian Improvements project was completed in the fall of 2021, providing connectivity, safety, and accessibility improvements for pedestrians and bicyclists, while enhancing and maintaining the existing vehicle infrastructure.

The project includes a new pedestrian and bicycle bridge over the Ridenbaugh Canal, along with a new multi-use pathway through Cassia Park. The bridge and pathway greatly improve accessibility to the park and open up a new low-stress connection along Cassia Street. Through a partnership with the City of Boise, the Cassia Park improvements will also include a future bridge crossing to the north with a connection to Garden Street.

Enhanced pedestrian and bicycle crossings were installed at five locations to increase safety and connectivity throughout the corridor. Additionally, new sidewalks, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) improvements, bulb-outs, and pavement were constructed to provide safe connectivity and access to Monroe Elementary, South Junior High, Borah High, and Borah Park.